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reproduced on a postcard published by the PTT Museum . The set of 12 color cards
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Item #1: 1989 AHPS Convention, September 15-17, at INDYPEX
in Indianapolis . Think about attending it and meeting some of
these strangers that share your same hobby interests . ..

Item #2: Tell has never been in finer form and of better content.
Think about sending Editor Weston and Publisher Wanamaker a
postcard from where ever you travel with a nice word of apprecia-
tion for the fine work they perform month in, month out . ..

Item #3 : Your VP Bud Fahs has about 50 free tickets to World
Stamp Expo 89 to be held in Washington DC from November 17 to
December 3 . Think about sending him a SASE if you plan to
attend and get yourself a free admission . ..

Item #4: We are heading towards a small deficit again . Tell's
production and distribution costs are outpacing revenue from our
membership fees . Think about what you would prefer and let me
know with a postcard: increase the dues, donate to a special auction,
reduce the number of pages in Tell, prepaid life membership . ..

Item #5: Swiss booklet fans should be aware that the Pro Patria
Foundation has dropped a late Easter Egg and produced a booklet
with one of this year's PP stamps, fashioned in a similar way as the
well known Pro Juventute booklets . 30,000 were produced and test-
marketed at newsstands and a limited number of post offices . None
were shipped by the Swiss PTT to its new issue subscribers . Think
about getting some before the prices go through the roof again . ..

Item #6: On August 25, the Swiss PTT will issue the first two
stamps of a new permanent series that will gradually replace the
current Zodiac Signs series . The first two values are going to be
2 .75 and 5 .50 Francs . A third 3 .75 Franc value is scheduled for
March 6, 1990 . Think about what kind of new or odd rates these
values will cover and once you find out, let your fellow collectors
know in Tell . ..

Item #7: Think about preparing some circuit sales books when you
come back from your summer trips . Circuit Manager Tobler says
we are doing fine but he can always use new material . Likewise,
we can always use new buyers ; those who have not availed them-
selves of this service should think about signing up soon . Recently
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a cover and cancel circuit arrived at my house . The material was
so good and exciting, it was like being in a candy store . Also,
Felix Ganz tells me that he will have up to 100 new books ready by
the end of the year . Wouldn't you want to go through his books?

Item #8 : I can't
help showing
you this adver-
tisement from a
recent

	

Linn's.
Wishful think-
ing! Worth a
good laugh, yet
a bit sad that
Linn's would
accept it . After
all, this joker
does not say
what kind of
stamps he will
send for your
ten gullible bucks . ..

En joy your summer! See you all at Indi . ..

Your President.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

Throughout my recent tour of
Switzerland, I visited post offices to
mail cards to friends and family. I
was amazed by the number of vehicle
types and models used by the PTT.
Be it a car, van, truck, bus, snow-
mobile, or cart, there seems to be a
policy of having n-types in use for
n-types available . I read that the
PTT has even purchased their own
shunting locomotives recently! How
on earth do they manage to keep
them all in good running order? Just
consider that 103 mechanics and 25
apprentices work in Bern on the 1500
postal buses alone.

I don't mean to be overly critical of the PTT; and I'm certainly
no expert regarding postal delivery . I looked at all of these vehicles
with questioning amazement?! But, some Swiss are now harshly
criticizing the PTT, as the following will illustrate.

I spotted a copy of a local daily newspaper which featured a
cartoon on its front page showing the PTT wearing a dunce cap in
a classroom. It seems that the PTT lost an entire sack of final
exams in transit . Speculation is that the sack was sent overseas
somehow since none of the PTT centers has been able to find it
after looking for several days.

With local papers holding the PTT up to ridicule, the PTT has
started to fight back. In a recent edition (1/89) of their customer
newsletter, PTT Express, they've gone to great lengths to extol the
service they provide the country and its citizens and explain the
financial state of affairs. Sixteen full-color pages of masterful
publicity describe how fresh bread is delivered by postal bus to
small towns in Ticino, how mail is delivered by snowmobile in
remote areas, and how much mail an average family receives each
year (860 letters, 730 newspapers and magazines, 440 bulk mail
pieces, 70 packages, and 25 payments).

Another unusual observation was how kiosk operators always
offered to sell semi-postal stamps to the unsuspecting tourist
postcard purchaser . Having seen this several times, I decided to
check it out and tried to buy a stamp myself . Asking in English,
at first they offered a semi-postal, and after a firm "no thanks" and
a request for a regular rate stamp, one would be produced. Just
what percentage of semi-postals is sold in this manner? Have the
kiosk operators purchased the semi-postals at discount and pocketed
the difference as profit?

J-P Thiébaud of 2108 Les Ruillères
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Continuing my test, I found that a real rarity was a kiosk that
sold 35c stamps for 5-word, inland postcards (1 in 12) . I also
found that it's impossible to make up 1 .10 Fr . (or 70c for 5 words)
for a trans-Atlantic postcard out of the currently available, non-
definitive stamp values . This may explain the PTT statistics
showing such a low percentage for postcards mailed to locations
outside Europe.

By now, many of you
probably know about the
surprise Pro Patria booklet
issued by the PP Commit-
tee without any advance
announcement. The book-
let is sold for sFr 7.50
(including 50c for produc-
tion cost) and contains ten
50c+20c folded and cut
from normal sheets . The
front cover, shown here, is
printed in black; the back cover is blank . They can be ordered by
mail, five at a time, from the Committee . They were also on sale
at the Philatelic Counter in Zürich and Luzern, but not Bern, while
I was there . Most of the actual selling of the booklets is being done
by school children in only 20 locations to test the market . The
booklet cost includes a 50% premium over postal face value . I
know of a few kiosks that might be interested if the price is right.

Being "in the pink" bodes well for people but not for your cover
collection. I've seen a few pink colored covers recently and the
cause was explained to me by Michael Rutherfoord . It seems that
the dye used to print the grey inside of Goessler and other brand
envelopes will break down and cause a pink stain on the white
outer surface of the cover. This is caused by storing the envelope
anywhere near a solvent source, such as vinyl cover protectors.
Vinyl will continuously emit vapors of solvents which will then
react with the grey colored dyes used in these envelopes . This is
very bad news because these dyes were used extensively, including
use in PTT official FDCs. There are no cures for this problem
after it has occurred . I recommend storing your covers in an
archival quality box without any individual cover protectors except
those made out of mylar . I understand that these problem dyes
have been eliminated from current PTT cover stock.

The Answer to last issue's Question about Rhätische Bahn cancels
was provided by Felix Ganz: "The two rectangular station strikes
normally are found only on weekend or holiday mail (when the PO
is closed and the station master or clerk must cancel all mail in the
station PTT mailbox and hand it to the next train's conductor

(continued on page 179)
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The First Swiss Private Entires

	

Georges Schild

With Cross & Numeral Imprints

	

Part II

Translated by Henry Ratz, from the original article published in the Schweizerische
Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ), vol . 10/88, pp . 297-301 and vol . 11/88, pp . 343-6.

Rarities . As one can detect from the print-order figures on the
following tables, some of the private entires with the Cross &
Numeral imprint are rather scarce . For example, only one order of
500 pieces was executed for a postcard with a 15 cts. imprint.
From this figure one has to deduct at least 100 pieces which
received an added value imprint of 10 cts . In spite of this rather
small print quantity, this card is still relatively easy to obtain in
mint condition as a result of this writer's sheer luck 25 years ago in
finding 80 of them in a plastic bag destined to be incinerated by
the Hossmann-Rupf firm in Bern . All told, almost 4 kg of entires
were earmarked for a fiery death in that bag . Another 15 years
passed before he could spot, in an exhibit, a used sample of that
same card and till today he knows of only two used ones, the
second shipped by the firm of Zumstein in Bern with the Hoss-
mann-Rupf name imprint nicely covered by the R-label (Fig . 8).

Figure 8 . One of the two known used 15 cts . postcards from the firm Hossmann-
Rupf in Bern, shipped by Zumstein (ex collection Heiniger, Aarburg).

Envelopes with 15 cts . value imprints existed to the tune of
slightly more than 10,000 pieces and one can find them used here
and there (Fig . 9) . However, all types with two values are extreme-
ly rare in canceled condition and those with three values are
practically not to be found . Many collectors of this field would
reach very deep into their pockets to add one or two of these items
to their collection . Alas, they remain hopelessly elusive.

The catalog prices are hardly applicable in this case as they
merely reflect the one single overriding condition that private
entires in Switzerland currently vegetate in a Sleeping Beauty
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Figure 9 . Private envelope Zumstein #5 used legitimately within the local
rayon as a registered letter.

Figure 10. Private postcard Zumstein #2 by J . Perrenoud in Cernier.

existence and that only a few hardy souls presently deal in these
matters. In my opinion, this is thoroughly unjustified as many of
these pieces, with their decorative motifs, are quite attractive as
shown in Fig. 10. They also belong in collections of corresponding
stamp issues as well as Heimat collections of a specific region to
which a given issuing firm belongs (Fig . 11) . Also, with additional
frankings, these private stationery items are an attractive addition
to any collection, as demonstrated by this postcard (Fig . 12).

Paper Color . From the same kind of envelopes, several different
color variations can exist; simply justified by the fact that several
customers did not have sufficient stock on hand for a minimum
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Figure 11 . Front and back view of a sales call notice.

Figure 12. Private postcard Zumstein #1 by Eichenberger in Burg AG with
additional frankings for a total of 35 cts . (Rate for a postcard 5 eta.

plus 30 cts . for the COD provision .)



order quantity of 500 and were forced to improvise and substitute.
This study does not take these variations into account as they are
of interest to only a handful of collectors.

The same holds true for the size of the imprinted material where
variations can be observed within an order for the same firm. For
example, Zumstein in Bern simultaneously ordered a 15 cts . imprint
on ordinary envelopes and on "value declared" envelopes.

Print Quantities . The quantities listed here with the individual
orders are found in the postal administration order logs . From
those figures one can easily deduct about a dozen copies for waste
beyond what the customer furnished extra . Where you see a dot
instead of a figure, no specimen exists in the order log . We
explained above how such occurrences came about . Which firms
they were can no longer be established, but one has to conclude that
they were in the same geographic area as their partners.
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Tale of Two Tells Henry Ratz

Zum. 126I Zum . 12611

Zumstein's 1924 catalog-handbook is still one of the more
fascinating pieces of philatelic literature . Any serious collector of
Swiss stamps should have a copy in the reference library . A lot of
research went into this 500-page publication (done to a large part
by the father of the current owner of Zumstein) . It has obviously
been overhauled over the years, but the basics are still there . So,
if you read German, go for it . They sell for $100-200 at auctions,
depending on condition.

My story about the Tell Portrait and why we have two types of
Zum . #126, begins on page 185 of the 1924 Zumstein handbook.
Historically, it's important to know that this design came about in
1914 as a result of the Swiss public's expressed dissatisfaction with
the design and bland printing of the three low-value Helvetia
Portrait issues (Zum. #120-2). Postal management's search for a
suitable new design that would placate most of the critics led them
to the sculptor of the Tell monument in Altdorf, Mr. Richard
Kissling . There was also some time pressure as they planned to
have the new design ready for sale to the public at the same time
they were to release a beautiful new set of high values (Zum. #129-
31) at the much built-up National Exposition of 1914 in Bern.

The handbook states that shortly after the original die of the new
10c Tell Portrait was put into production, it burst apart and a
second die had to be cut in steel . I assume that most of you are
familiar with the two designs' small differences, of which the
easiest to spot is the horizontal bar of the "H" . For those not
familiar with the nuances, take a closer look at the enlargements
above. Even this photocopy quality shows that the first cut was
coarser and the head larger . The handbook further states that Type
II was first delivered to the post offices in July 1914 and was later
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(September 1914) intermixed with some Type I . The print quantity
ratio ended up being about 300:6 (million) . First days of either
issue have never been documented thus far.

The handbook's story held for over 64 years . Enter one alert
PTT librarian who recently managed to salvage from the recycling
vats several old Federal Mint print production logs . Together with
the help of a self-appointed postal history detective, Mr . Gerd
Matejka, the following picture now emerges.

First, correspondence during 1913-14, between Postal Head-
quarter staff and the designer of the portrait on one side and the
engraver, Jean Sprenger (his first stamp job), on the other, reveals
that the two different cuts of the 10c issue are a result of some
rather typical differences in aesthetic taste . In other words, Bern
simply did not like the first cut and a second portrait was ordered
and executed which also corrected some of the typographical
shortcomings of the first cut . There was no mention of a defective
or broken original die.

Second, the production log from the press room at the Mint
revealed that design Type II started running on July 6, 1914. After
production of some 5,987,200 copies, something curious and
unexplained happened. The August 11 and 15 entries, highlighted
by a red-ink footnote or marginalia, reveal that Type I was printed
to the tune of some six million copies on these two days, and that
they were produced using galvanos made from the original die
(standard procedure) . The dates are important to know for first day
hounds as the chances of finding a Type I with an August cancel
date have thus pretty much evaporated . However, the logs do not
reveal why the original die, rejected by the authorities, was still
around, made it to the multiple-up galvano stage, and ultimately
ended up in a press run.

Did they actually have a plate problem with Type II, rather than
with the Type I die as noted in the handbook, which forced them
to call a dead horse to the rescue and maintain a tight schedule?
Or, was it due to a generous human gesture or concession made to
two creative artists at the time of the reorder? A short article in
a 1914 issue of the SBZ would negate the latter possibility, as it
quotes a competent official source attesting to the fact that plates
made from die Type I (called Type A then) ended up on the press
against all intentions of postal authorities.

For further reading:
--"Die Faszination der Frühdatensuche" ; Gerd Matejka ; Postge-

schichte; vol .9, #34; June 1988; pp.4-7.
--"Typenunterschiede de 10 Rp . - Ausgabe 1914"; Schweizerische

Briefmarkenzeitung ; Aug/Oct 1914; p.153.
--Die Briefmarken der Schweiz ; Zumstein & Co., Bern, 1924;

pp.188-190.
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AHPS AUCTION NOTES

The July issue of Tell contained the new AHPS Mail Auction
Rules. Auction #84, below, is the first sale under those rules.
Rule #3 provides for a minimum lot size of $30. There are a small
number of lots received prior to publication of the rules that do not
conform to that minimum requirement . We expect that situation to
be temporary and that in 1990 all lots will meet that standard.
Material is needed for Auction #85 scheduled for November 1989.
Please send your lots at an early date.

Thanks to Sophie Buser, AHPS Life Member #1 and one of the
co-founders of the predecessor Helvetia Society (established in
1938), for a donation of several copies of the May 1947 issue of
USA-Switzerland magazine . This issue was published at the time
of the Centenary International Philatelic Exhibition in New York.
Featured are a series of articles devoted to technical, historical and
cultural aspects of Swiss, Liechtenstein and American philately.
Each magazine includes, as an insert, Swiss Collection Sheet #90
with a cancellation date of 24 .11 .47 . Proceeds from the sale of Lot
#1 will go entirely to AHPS and we extend our gratitude to Sophie.

AHPS Mail Auction #84

	

Closing Date: October 15, 1989

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector catalogs unless stated otherwise ; 1
sFr . = $ .60 . Submit bids to : Vinai Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548.

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est

SPECIAL - DONATION - SPECIAL

1 USA-SWITZERLAND, Edition of May, 1947 . Philatelic articles on
the occasion of the Centenary of Stamps in the USA. Several
copies available . See comments above . Minimum bid per copy	 $15 .00

SWITZERLAND

2 2L2 (Z 5) Used Canton Geneva 5c yellow green, Small Eagle, red
rosette cancel . Rellstab cert . : "Partly cut in (at right),
otherwise good margins, neatly canceled ; tears at top and right,
vertical crease" ; signed Kimmel BPP . Catalog value $2800 .00 . Est . . $7/900 .00

3 29, (Z 26C), 40 rp ., Strubel, green, used, 3 FL, 2 WM, light cds Est . . $55 .00
4 Zumstein 34a, Sitting Helvetia, MH, fresh beautifully centered copy.

One perf at top minutely thinned . Rellstab certificate stresses
the excellent perforations . Amateur Collector priced	 $375 .00

5 38, (Z 24G), 15rp . Sitting Helvetia . Unused, no gum as usual.
Almost 4 FL, 2 Plus WM . Est	 $200 .00

6 44 (Z 31a) Unused, hinged, with parts of original gum . Outstanding
centering and fresh color . Rellstab cert . stresses the excellent
perforations	 $288 .00

7 No. 48 (Z 35) 60c Sitting Helvetia, Fine used, nicely centered with
Bern 19 VII 64 cancelation . Minimum bid $50 .00	 $165 .00

8 52a (Z 37a), Sitting Helvetia, Mint, hinge attached . Excellent quality
for this difficult stamp	 $555 .00

9 Zumstein 61A/Ab.11, Numeral type . Superb mint vertical pair with
the rare colored sheet margin . Hinge reinforces sheet margin
perforations . Est	 $500.00
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10 76 (Z 64Ab) Numeral Type, unused, hinged, some gum disturbance,
F/VF. Amateur Collector 	 $70 .00

11 Zumstein 64B/64Bb, Numeral Type . Superb mint copies of the
contrasting shades of these stamps . Hinged	 $127.50

12 Z No. 68Cb, 30c orange-brown, Standing Helvetia, fine unused, original
gum, color fresh . Some blunt perforations . Nice margins 3 sides,
bottom perf close . P. Guinand Cert . Minimum bid $100. ACL	 $275 .00

13 Z No 71Cb, Standing Helvetia, 1 Fr . Lilac, unused, original gum . Perf
close at top, otherwise very well centered . One short perf at UL.
P . Guinand Cert . Minimum bid $175. Est	 $550.00

14 73 (Z61A/A11) Unused, hinged, F, with very rare colored margin.
Perfs reinforced with hinge : Est	 $100.00

15 Zumstein 215y/Ab .12, Mint NH, Fine; thin oily transparent paper,
with tab	 $95 .00

16 344 (Z 313) . Block of 4 with printed tabs on left . Zurich 58,
Flughafen cancelation, 29 .VIII .53, First Date . Original gum, VF	 $78 .00

SEMI-POSTAL

17 B3 (Z WI 3) 1915 Pro Juventute, MNH, Fine with very slight gum
disturbance . Minimum bid $100	 $185 .00

18 B4/6 (Z WI 4/6) Pro Juventute, unused, 4 & 6 VLH, 5 MNH	 $150.00
19 B105d (Z WIII 11) Used . Nice lower left corner cancelation.

Minimum bid $12 .00	 $30.00
20 B298-302, (Z WI 183-7), Blocks of 4 in 5 PTT Sheetlets with1.XII.60

(First Day) STE-CROIX 'K' cancel No . 85 . Minimum bid $20 .00	 $53.00

AIRMAIL

21 Zumstein F III, Bern Airmail Precursor . Mint hinged, fine	 $225.00
22 Zumstein F V, Herisau Airmail Precursor . Mint hinged, Fine	 $210 .00
23 C15 Z F13) 2 Fr . Airmail, MH, very fine . Minimum bid $70 .00	 $144.00
24 C40 Z F40) . Block of 4 with Zurich 7 Luftpost centered cancelation,

no gum, fine	 $72 .00
25 C43/4 (Z F43/4) Mint NH	 $77 .00

LIECHTENSTEIN

26 B7/10 (Z 7/10) Unused LH, VF	 $109 .00
27 111/13 (Z 101/3) Unused VLH, F/VF	 $115 .00
28 171 (Z 150) Mint NH, F/VF	 $120 .00

COVERS

29 B242-46 (Z WII 71-75), 1935 Pro Patria set on registered FDC
to North Sacramento, CA. French cancelation	 $75 .00

30 366-58 (Z 324-27), Publicity Set, Registered FDC to Sacramento, CA,
with French cancelation 	 $ 65 .00

31 Z 355-72, 1960 Historic Motifs and Monuments on 2 Cacheted FDC.
Excellent condition . Minimum bid $200	 $480.00

32 406-9 (Z 381-4) 1961 Evangelist issue on registered FDC to
Chicago, IL . Minimum bid $75 .00	 $195 .00

33 397a, 398a, 399a, 399b (Z 391-94) Historic Monuments cacheted FDC . $33 .00
34 440-55 (Z 412-27) Historic Monuments on 5 cacheted FDC 	 $39 .00
35 569/571-76 (Z 534/536-41), Architecture on 2 cacheted FDC	 $17 .00
36 B146-49 (Z WII 26-29) 1945 Pro Patria set on registered letter to

Chicago with CLARENS CDS	 $60 .00
37 B166-69 (Z 121-24), 1947 Pro Juventute set on First Day Cover	 $135 .00
38 B170-173 (Z WIII 25w-28w) 1948 Olympic Winter Games FDC	 $108 .00
39 B207-11, (Z WI 138-42), 1951 Pro Juv . registered FDC to Australia . $150 .00
40 B217-21 (Z WI 143-47), 1952 Pro Juventute on First Day Airmail cover

to Luzerne, PA	 $75 .00
41 B232-36 (Z WI 153-57) Pro Juventute on cacheted FDC 	 $66 .00
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42 B237-41, (Z WII 66-70), 1954 Pro Patria on Airmail cover to London . $36 .00
43 B329-33 1963 Pro Juventute, 2 FDC ; 1 official cacheted FDC with

mixed paper types, 1 FDC to Montreal with Zumstein WI 200L-4L,
stamps on fluorescent paper 	 $ 54 .00

44 C42 (Z F42) Special Flight Cover, Maiden Voyage Swissair
Geneve/New York ; backstamped Washington, DC, May 2, 1947 6PM.
Air Post Handbook sFr 45 .00	 $27 .00

45 1959 Official Nabag Balloon Flight Cover, St . Gallen to Appenzell;
Franked with Z 339,341,344,345 . Est	 $10 .00

46 Zumstein K45L-47L, S63L-65L, K49L/S67, tete-beche and interspace
pairs on 3 uncacheted FDC	 $33 .00

47 Liechtenstein, 240-42 (Z 228-30), 250th Schellenberg Anniversary
set on registered FDC to New York City 	 $66 .00

48 Liechtenstein, 243-45 (Z 232-34) 1950 Animal set on registered FDC
to New York City	 $96 .00

MISCELLANEOUS

49 Bundesfeier Postal Card No. 58, Unused, very clean	 $36 .00
50 226, (Z WIII 1) NABA Souvenir Sheet . MNH, regummed, tiny thin.

Zumstein value at sFr . 1450	 $870.00
51 270-74, (Z 243-7), Mint on PTT Collection Sheet No . 22	 $41 .00
62 280,(Z 253/Pf. 5), Unused, LH, Vf, 'Spider on Hammer' error,

with imprinted tab	 $45 .00
53 J13 (Z P13/N Postage Due Specimen overprint . MH	 $12 .00
54 J18 ( Z P 20A) F .K type (inverted) . Signed C .B	 $70 .00
55 S13c-15c (Z 14Bz-16Bz), Franchise Stamps, Blocks of 4 with well

centered Bern cancelation, 0G, Hinged 	 $ 16.00

PRICES REALIZED
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Sales Circuit Notes

Although only 4-6 circuits were anticipated for the May-June
period, nine were actually mailed, for a total of 16 for the year so
far . Sales continue at a high level.

Buyers : We will probably have more circuits this year than in
any of the past five years, at least . Unless your wants are quite
narrow, you can expect to receive at least one or two circuits this
year, or more if your wants are broad.

Sellers: We need good quality Swiss and Liechtenstein stamps
and covers in all categories except post-1960 FDCs and Swiss Pro
Juventute and Pro Patria.

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members
2345 Mary Chandler, Oregon

Slide Shows

	

Dick Blaney

Some people will go to any length to get published. I found an
easy way--volunteer! Well now I'm the new Slide Show Chairman.
All I need is a few orders. Come on, write me . I don't want this
to be a lonely job.

We have some great programs; believe me, I've used several . It's
easy. The programs come with a recorded narration; and the only
thing you have to do is change slides at the gong, bell, or spoon
hitting a beer bottle . Why not put on a show for your group?

How about doing a new show? It's been a couple of years since
the last one . With all of the awards that our members get, we're
certain to have tremendous material available . Who will write the
script? What subject? Who has the materials?

I've made arrangements with the owner of a local studio to do
the photography for next to nothing, just the cost of film and
developing . We should take advantage of his offer and skills . Write
me with your thoughts . Remember, I have never done this before,
so all suggestions will be helpful . My address is on the masthead
page and on the Slide Show Order Form on the following pages.
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The AHPS offers seven educational 35mm slide and video
programs for use by local stamp clubs.

1. Switzerland; A Panorama of its Postal History and Stamps
surveys Swiss stamp collecting from early postmarks on a 1699
Geneva letter to a 1975 commemorative featuring the founder of
the famous Fischer Post of 1675.

2. Pro Juventute Insect Stamps 1950-1957 has slides and text which
discuss literature, sheet margin markings, varieties, collection
sheets, folders, booklets, and first day covers . A specialty study.

3. Collecting Used Stamps is a short program about collecting used
Swiss stamps . Evaluates cancellations and offers suggestions on
how to improve your collection.

4. Switzerland's Imperforate Sitting Helvetia Issue of 1854-1862
shows how to distinguish the eight printings of the "Strubel"
stamp by paper, color shades, imbedded silk security threads, and
federal postmarks . Includes covers with authorized bisects and
mixed frankings.

5. The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982 has slides
from Felix Ganz's "Best Thematic Award" exhibit of the railway's
route, tunnel construction, stations, trains, publicity, first day
postmarks, postal stationery, and pre-railway mail carried by foot
messenger and postal coaches over the pass.

6. NABA-ZURI Parade, Zürich 1984 includes medieval uniformed
foot messengers, postal vehicles loaned by the PTT Museum,
floats of stamp scenes, costumed Cantonal marchers, flag
throwers, alpine horn blowers, colorful bands, and more . The
parage was organized by the Swiss National Philatelic Societies
in cooperation with the PTT . The video tape runs 82 minutes
and requires a VCR with VHS format.

7. Ganzsachen, An Overview of Swiss Postal Stationery illustrates the
many collector opportunities . It is timely and shows many of the
entries in Zumstein's Specialized Handbook.

Address inquiries to: Richard W . Blaney, Slide Chairman, P .O. Box
1100, Easton MA 02334-1100.
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Swiss Coils Primer

	

Steven S . Weston

Shortly after the beginning of this century, various countries
began to produce base-rate postage stamps in a rolled coil form to
facilitate their use in stamp affixing, dispensing and vending
machines . Coil stamps are usually definitive issues which have been
printed, cut, and packaged to provide an easy way to dispense one
or more stamps from a strip of stamps . Coil stamps were first
produced in Switzerland in 1910 with the introduction of the first
stamp dispensing machines there.

At first, coils were produced from normal sheets of stamps which
were split into columnar strips . The strips were then attached to
each other end-to-end forming a coil roll . Later, coils were
produced from a single, large, uncut roll of paper, called a web.
The web-feed press printed multiple, continuous columns of stamps
which were then split between the columns producing multiple
coiled rolls of stamps . Swiss coil stamps were produced using both
methods, as we shall see.

The Helvetia With Sword issue was the first Swiss stamp to be
produced in coil form . At first, coils of this issue were made up
from spliced strips created from ordinary sheets of 50 or 100
stamps. Starting in 1918, special 200-stamp sheets were created for
this purpose thereby reducing the number of splices required.

These sheet-coils were created using strips of 5,
10, or 20 stamps depending upon the size of the
sheet . At regular intervals, there are splices joining
the strips using part of the sheet margin in the splice
(Klebestelle) . Individual stamps with a glue-splice,
long strips with two splices, and coil beginnings are
often found in collections . However, these items are
usually not cataloged or priced because their authen-
ticity cannot be ascertained . Obviously, anyone with
a supply of mint sheets can create such items. Sheet-
coil end-strips (Endstreifen) are another story and are
quite valuable . Coil end-strips consist of at least one
stamp, preferably four, and four blank, perforated
stamp fields. Coil end-strips cannot be falsely pro-
duced from normal sheets because the sheets are normally trimmed
before being released to the public.

Sheet-Coil End-Strip

Coils produced from sheets were made as recently as 1978 using
the Folk Costumes issue . End-strips from issues prior to 1966 are
quite expensive; recent issues are reasonably priced and available.

Klebestelle
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Beginning in 1936, coils were produced from
continuous webs (Rollenbahnen) . Also, a control
number was printed on the back of every fifth
stamp . At first, coil control marks consisted of a
capital letter followed by a three-or four-digit
serial number and were printed on top of the gum
in ink the same color as the stamp . Control marks
after 1965 consist of a three- or four-digit serial
number only. Since 1986, control marks have been
printed only in black.

Stamps enter the control mark printing mechan-
ism in a five-up or ten-up arrangement where an
array of five or ten control mark printers apply the
control mark to every fifth stamp . Consequently,
the control letter remains the same for every control
marked stamp in that column and the serial number
advances by five for each mark (i .e . ; 1360, 1365,
1370, etc .) . The control letters A through K (skip-
ping "I") were used for ten-up printings and L
through P were used for five-up printings.

Thus, it is possible to have a row-strip of five
or ten stamps with a control mark on each stamp
differing only in the control letter (i .e . ; A 1360,
B1360, etc .) . There are also blocks of four with a
control mark on two stamps (rare for issues prior to
1960). Both of these configurations can only come
about when the final product is not split into
normal coils . Consequently, sheets (Rollenbahn-
bogen) of 25 or 50 stamps also exist and are quite
rare for issues prior to 1960; an example is shown
on the next page.

In addition to the "normal" control letters A-K
and L-P, other letters were used during the produc-
tion of emergency supplies of coils or to temporari-
ly replace a broken control numerator (i .e . ; "Q").
Such items are usually much harder to come by.
The example at the right shows a sequential strip
which includes the temporary numerator "Q" on the
fourth stamp from the top.

Other control mark varieties include inverted
control numbers, double prints, missing control
letters, and color changes or errors . Faked control
marks also exist and their appearance was respon-
sible for killing considerable collecting interest in
this area in the mid-1970s.

At the beginning of each coil there was, necessarily, a blank,
unprinted area on the design side of the stamp which was 1/2 to
3/4 of a stamp in size ; and the end of each coil had four blank
stamps (five for the 1938/48 Landscapes issues) . Most of these
blank areas show colorless embossing or zigzag printing.
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Rollenbahnbogen . Note electric eye marks and discontinued perforation in margin.

End-strips produced prior to 1960 are commonly collected in
mint, never-hinged condition and are priced for strips of four (or
five) blank stamps plus one printed stamp with extra value for each
additional printed stamp . The price of end-strips produced after
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1960 is based upon having four blank stamps plus five stamps with
a 10% decrease in value for each stamp less than five.

Since control marks are printed on top of the gum, they tend to
dissolve and disappear when soaked in water . Used copies with
complete numbers are worth double those with partial numbers.

Control mark coil stamps are available as used and mint singles
at reasonable prices . Varieties and emergency letter (Aushilfsbuch-
stabe) examples are scarce or rare and cost more. Pairs and strips
of five are easy to obtain for issues from 1949 on . End-strips,
row-strips, and sheets are expensive for all except the current
vending machine coil stamps (Figure & Pattern).

Several other areas of Swiss coil collecting require comment.
One is the collecting of coil fragments which exhibit dispensing
machine cut-off errors . A typical example would be a strip
showing the bottom-half of a stamp attached to a complete stamp
which is attached to the top-half of the next stamp . At first, such
items attracted many collectors ; but, most soon realized that it was
quite easy to force the machines to dispense such curiosities.

Another area of interest is finding perforation adjustments which
result in a large or small tooth . These are caused the web-press
perforator making adjustments based upon its electric eye detection
of perforation control markings in the sheet margin . Obviously,
such perforation adjustments are produced throughout a press run
and are of no great value . Another type of perforation adjustment,
which occurs far less frequently, results in a sideways shift of
perforations; a "stair-step" may be the best way to describe it.

While on the subject of perforations, it should be noted that all
Swiss coil stamps are perforated on all four sides . Most Swiss coil
stamps will show evidence of being cut or slit along the perforations
on two sides during the coil roll forming process.

Many of the low-value Swiss definitives issued since 1910 have
appeared in coil form . Many mid-value definitive coils have also
be produced. Non-definitive issues partially produced in coils
include: Automobile Post (Z# 210x, 210y, 276), Europa 1959 (Z#
348), Alpine Post (Z# 314-5), Lausanne Exposition (Z# 402-4),
various Pro Juventute issues (1918-28 & 1930), and the low-value
National Exposition issues of 1939 (5, 10 & 20 centimes).

The oddest coil issues are probably the 5c, 10c and 20c values of
the 1910 Franchise Stamps (Z# PP 4-5A/7A) which were produced
for use in a dispensing machine . Coil stamps were also produced
for Liechtenstein and UNO, Geneva.

One of the few shortcomings of the annual Zumstein catalog is
its lack of information about coils . Until the release of the next
Zumstein Specialized, Swiss coil stamp collectors will need an
Amateur Collector Ltd. catalog and/or a Michel Switzerland catalog.
I say "and/or" because Michel does not price strips of five or pairs
and ACL does not price end-strips or varieties.
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Serious Swiss coil collectors may find the Amrein Catalog of
interest for its listing of coil issues, illustrations, and introductory
text (in German) . The catalog has been out-of-print for over 20
years and you may see one only by the good graces of your dealer.

Most of this "primer" is based upon material presented in the
above catalogs . Collecting coils can be expensive or inexpensive.
Many items carry very high catalog values. Others, such as used
singles, can easily be collected by trading with others or carefully
washing used stamps on paper . Collecting a complete, used letter
set of the 1936/38 Landscapes is neither easy nor impossible.

1970 Coil Stamps

	

Richard Blaney

A short time ago, I received the 1989 Switzerland Catalog
published by the Amateur Collector Ltd . While browsing through
it, I noticed that. it now listed the 1970 vending machine coil stamps
(Zum . 483-5) with both phosphor and fluorescent papers . What
caught my eye was the type listing for pairs with control numbers:

Type I: Blue control number, upright (1970)
Type II: Blue control number, inverted (1982)
Type III: Black control number (1987)

I immediately went to my album and was surprised to find that
my singles and strips of five had inverted numbers . A moment
later, I looked at the first day cover, held up to a light, and clearly
saw that the control numbers were inverted . How could this be?
Did I have a rare find? The catalog said "inverted 1982" and I have
a FDC dated 1970?

There was another problem with the listing . All my copies have
the control numbers printed in the same color as the stamp : reddish-
brown on the 10c, green-olive on 20c, and blue on the 50c . The
catalog said "blue or black."

A note went off to Mr. Katcher of the ACL for clarification.
Maybe I was reading something wrong? Here is his reply:

"Thank you very much for pointing out to us the really idiotic
error in the 1989 Catalog . We re-did this particular section and
both me and the assistant editor slipped up . One day, I will issue
a corrigenda which will read as per the enclosed amendment.

"The upside-down is the normal and vice-versa! For that silly
state of affairs, we must blame the Swiss Post Office ."

With the mystery solved, my rare FDC turns out to be a Plain
Jane. The correct type listing for this issue is:

Type I: Control number in color of stamp, inverted (1970)
Type II: Control number in color of stamp, upright (1982)
Type III: Black control number (1987)
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Screen Flaws on Swiss Stamps : 1940-1950
Part III

	

Heinz G. Lippman

Editor's Note: The Spezi Booklets No . 1-4, written by P . Meier and T. Diggelmann
are available from the publisher (sFr . 48 .- for all four booklets plus postage of sFr.
9 .- seamail) : Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin AG ; Freie Strasse 93 ; CH-4001 Basel
Switzerland . The material presented here is protected by multiple copyrights.

Halo-Shaped Flaw
The halo-shaped flaw, RF-G or Glorienschein, is the biggest RF.

It also has a satellite, namely the Banana-shaped flaw (RF-C).
RF-G is mentioned only once in the Zumstein Specialized Catalog
as on PP 6 Pf.1 as colorless dotted lines on both sides of the head.
The shape is oval with tiny lines . At the top it ends in a tiny roof.
This roof-top has been used for Zumstein's AS as a guide . On the
left, we see a soft but regular bent line. At the top there is a short
straight line. On the right side, the curve is somewhat more
complicated as it is bent inward towards the top.

Frequently, only a small part of this fault is visible, but with the
above description, one should still be able to find it . The are four
known positions : PP 5 facing up ; 263 facing down; PJ 142 facing
right; PJ 112 facing left.

RF-G is 8.5 mm wide and 16 mm long. Its satellite, the Banana,
lies 2 .8 mm from the roof-top and shows up as a 3 mm slightly
curved line.

Amazingly enough, this RF is again visible on PJ 142 issued in
December 1951, which is much later than any other appearance of
these faults . It can be seen in its full size over the left feeler of
the Nachtpfauenauge and the roof is visible in the leaves.

RF-G Listing
Z # Description AS Position
252 Over value figure F.12
259 In right bottom rind G/H.5
261 Under "NN" of "LAUSANNE" D.7
263 Left of "1" in "10" in brown D.2/3
265 Over "TAT" of "VOLUNTATIS" F.7
267 In "TI" of "VOLUNTATIS" E.11
269 Right of "PAX" C/D.12
277 At chimney bottom left C.11
281 Between 4 & 8 A.12
282 Left top of value figure C.12
283 At the "0" of value figure C/D.12
FP 39 In the left wing C/D.11
PJ 96 On the forehead and head D.3/4
PJ 107 Under left leaf F/G .3
PJ 111 At right edge F.7
PJ 112 At right edge D.6
PJ 115 Under "VEN" of "JUVENTUTE" A .3
PJ 116 Right of plant E/F.6/7
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RF-G Listing (cont'd)
Z # Description AS Position
PJ 123 Right of plant E .6
PJ 126 At right bottom edge F.7
PJ 127 At right bottom bough F.6
PJ 130 In right leaf ?
PJ 134 In black of left front wing F.6
PJ 137 In front of right front wing D.2/3
PJ 141 In front of right front wing E.6/7
PJ 141 In fine black print of right back wing

and in orange (2 times)
G.4

PJ 142 In the leaves E.6
PP 3 Under "und das Rote" ?
PP 3 Right of "NG FUER" (over 2 stamps) ?
PP 5 Around head of warrior A/B .4/5
PP 6 Around head of soldier A .4/5
PP 7 Around head of soldier A .4/5
PP 14 In trees on right C.12
PP 14 In the value figures F/G.11

Banana-Shaped Flaw

15x Enlargement

RF-C is 3.1 mm long and slightly curved . It appears on stamps
both vertically and horizontally . In the multi-colored printed areas,
the fault appears clearly or indistinctly depending on the intensity
of the first coat; in fact, on some stamps it might appear to be
missing while visible on others of the same printing.

RF-C Listing
Z # Description AS Position
252 In front of head of horse ?

In horse at start of neck C.7/8
254 Under "TOF" of "ALTSTOFFE" F.5/6
261 Above right shoulder C/D.2
263 In up-stroke of "1" ?
267 To left of "P" of "PAX" B .6
282 Above castle (difficult to see) ?
283 Above left shoulder (difficult to see) ?
294 Above "0" of value figures ?
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RF-C Listing (coned)
Z # Description AS Position
PJ 107 At right of blossom B.4/5
PJ 111 At right bottom edge F.7
PJ 112 In leaf above "VET" of "HELVETIA" H.5/6
PJ 115 Location not noted ?
PJ 127 At right top edge C.6/7
PP 5 In "LUN" of "SAMMLUNG" F/G .1
PP 6 Under "POUR" D/E .2
PP 7 Under "G" of "SAMMLUNG" E .1
PP 15 Above "NATIONALE" ?
PP 16 Under top right cloud (difficult to see) ?

Snake-Shaped Flaw
RF-W does not appear complete on the known examples of this

fault. It also appears on very few stamps and it is presumed to be
situated close to the outside edge of the etching screen . The
complete flaw consists of a twisting, curving line of little strokes
which are almost like dots .

RF-W Listing
Z # Description AS Position
PJ 102 In "ETIA" & in left bottom corner ?
ZA 20 Under "HELVETIA" ?
ZA 24 Under "HELVETIA" on right ?

(to be continued)
Editor's Comment (continued from page 156)
because on weekends there are practically no RPOs in circulation
after Noon on Saturday) . Every Rh.B. station has such a canceler;
but not all are seen on mail . The cds is a normal RPO strike of
train 707 ." Consequently, there can be a sizable number of cancels
involved marking the first day use of the stamp in question : one for
each RPO train route and one for each station canceling mail.

Sorter Rainey has submitted another Question : "When Zumstein
shows catalog value of a full set on FDC, how can a single stamp
on cover be prorated? For example : the Evangelists (Z 381-4) is
quoted at sFr 375 ; how much for 3 Fr and 5 Fr on separate FDCs?"

My editorial in the last issue about junk material has provoked
a flood of letters (three is a flood!) : two agree, one disagrees
strongly. What are your thoughts?

I misjudged the Frama machines' capacity in the last issue . The
total the PTT could charge to a crazy "all values" collector would be
about sFr . 100,000 and not almost ten million francs!
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Postmarks
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